
 

 

Dry Polymer Feeders  

Aslan’s dry feed systems are commonly used in different water treatment and water conditioning 

applications where chemicals such as alum, lime, and soda ash are required to be fed as dry 

materials. These systems are available as volumetric feeders, gravimetric feeders, or dissolving 

feeders.  

We offer two types of dry polymer feeders: The Dual Function Continuous models (DFC) and 

Dry Feed Batch models (DFB). 

In addition to dry polymers, DFC series feeders can make-down CLAY, CMC or SALT solutions. 

Liquid chemical and make down liquid polymer capabilities are additional options that can be 

added to dry polymer systems to incorporate liquid backup, biocide, or deformer chemicals.  

Products and Systems Models 

Model ASL- DFC Series 

Model ASL- DFC- Mini Series  

Model ASL-DFB Series 

  



 
 

Model ASL- DFC 

The Dual Function Continuous (DFC) and DFC-Mini series provide continuous feeds of aged 

polymers or chemicals, eliminating the need for age tanks and their associated mixers. The 

DFC series incorporates more traditional types of batch make-down systems where a volumetric 

feeder is engineered to combine the two basic stages of polymer make-down into a single 

machine. 

The DFC Series is the complete answer 

to dry polymer make-down with neat 

liquid feed backup. A completely aged 

and activated solution can be prepared 

with either a DRY or NEAT LIQUID 

polymer source. 

Our systems are designed to run 

unattended between bulk fillings of the 

hopper. The liquid polymer backup can 

be used to feed a biocide or anti-

foaming agent into the make-down 

process. 

The system is set up with a medium to 

high concentration of polymer, which 

allows for a greater holdup of aging 

product. As a result, our design saves 

floor space, as less water is stored.  

The process starts by metering a precise amount of powdered DRY or NEAT liquid product into 

the high velocity water layer of the primary wetting stage. The solution is then positively 

circulated through directed pathways and orifice plates using 3 to 5 separate mixing chambers. 



 
The use of powerful low-shear mixers and the reduction of the mixing action imposed during 

each stage allows the DFC feeder to achieve maximum product activation without damage to 

the polymer chains. 

The final stage accurately meters water into the final storage chamber (Secondary Dilution 

Tank) with a gentle mixing action to prepare the final solution to the dilution best suited to the 

process.  

 

Model ASL- DFC- Mini Series 

The model Aslan DFC- MINI is a 

Tote series of continuous polymer 

make-down systems, feeding low 

volumes of polymers per day.  

A completely aged and activated 

solution can be prepared with a 

DRY polymer source. The system 

is designed to run unattended 

between bulk fillings of the 

hopper.  

 

 

Model ASL-DFB Series 

 

The Model Aslan DFB series are self-contained, fully automatic dry polymer batch make-down 

systems. Complete with large capacity bulk product storage, the system is designed to run 

unattended between bulk fillings of the hopper.  

 

 



 
 

The system meters a precise amount of solid 

powdered product into the high velocity water layer 

of the Turbo-Cone® dispersion wetting cone and 

then through a high velocity eductor eliminating 

any possibility of dusting. The solution is then 

positively circulated through a fixed orifice diffuser 

by a high velocity mixer to achieve 100% product 

dispersion. A gentle low shear high flow agitator 

provides age tank movement for the duration of 

each batch to allow activation over a precise age 

time without damage to the polymer chains. 

The last two stages are both operator controlled 

via the touchscreen user interface, allowing the 

operator to select a very precise amount of high 

and low energy aging which optimizes age time 

without sacrificing product efficiency. 

The first stage handles the loading and dispersion of the powder into the liquid using a highly 

accurate volumetric feeder to assure the exact mix rate. It also incorporates material handling 

advantages, so that the hopper can be easily loaded with a lift truck or manually. The second 

stage of the machine handles the DISSOLUTION and AGING of the mixed gels into solution 

without damage to the polymer chains using a specially designed aging tank. 

  



 
 

System Advantages  

There are two primary advantage of dry feeders. The first is the positive economic impact due to  

lower shipping and storage costs. The second is evident in the progression of aging and 

increasing viscosity through the process, as it allows high primary concentrations to be 

achieved.  

Running semi-continuously allows the use of smaller components and smaller water supply 

lines than equivalent batching systems. There is reduced requirement for automation since the 

system is able to simply turn on and off to keep the storage tank full. These equate to capital 

cost savings and also in operational cost saving over batching systems where water booster 

pumps are common. 

Much higher aging times can be achieved versus similar batch systems, which allows cold water 

to be used. This equates to large operational cost saving when water heating is eliminated. 

 

Process description 

Dispersion 

The dispersion of the powder or particles occurs due to powder meeting rapidly moving water 

surfaces at perpendicular angles immediately followed by strong agitation with high flow, low 

shear/low tip speed agitators. 

Our design eliminates any possibility of layering of polymer on top of polymer and subsequent 

formation of dry pockets of material inside a gelatinous coating. Multiple spray nozzles are 

utilized to ensure particles are separated as they are metered into the system. 

Additionally, the design of the system provides a secondary means to disperse the particles 

through the configuration of the auger discharge. The discharge is placed on a directed flow 

path of the surface of a high velocity mixing zone in the first chamber. 



 
This method has proven successful in varying polymer types and polymer grain sizes. The lack 

of a "wetting cone" or similar device equates to less product handling and less opportunity for 

clogging, as there are no transitional dry/liquid surfaces which can clog. 

Dissolution and Aging  

The dissolution of the gels occurs gradually as they progress though four to five mixing zones 

(chambers) of the system. Each successive mixing chamber is larger in volume while each 

successive decreases in speed. Thus, the mixing energy per unit volume decreases as the 

product approaches total activation. Damage to the aged product is eliminated by design, as 

propeller tip speeds can be reduced to levels far below the threshold of which damage to the 

chains could occur. 

In the path of specific mixers are orifice plates which "strain" the solution, keeping the polymer 

gels from melding together. The result is that less overall aging and mixing must be imposed on 

the product since individual gels allow for dissolution without over mixing the whole population. 

Between specific mixing chambers there are strainers to hold back gels and allow solution to 

pass through. This also lends to less agitation of polymer already in solution. 

 


